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:Item packaged in box :Item packaged polybag with hang tag

:Item packaged in flat packaging :Item packaged in hosiery sleeve

Clear and easy to recognize packaging icons will be featured next to each 
primary catalog item description indicating what type of package the item 
comes in.

Leg Avenue Packaging Icons
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Leg Avenue stands behind the quality of every item it sells. It will accept 
returns for items that were delivered damaged or that were not included 
in a customer’s order at no charge, subject to the following conditions. 
Unless otherwise specified, all claims for discrepancies or damages 
must be made within thirty (30) days after the item shipped. Claims on 
all sequined or beaded garments must be made with 5 business days of 
the invoice date. Claims on all Halloween items shipped after July 1st 
must be made by Leg Avenue’s close of business on the second Friday of 
November that year. Closeout and discontinued items are not subject to 
return because they are purchased “as is” at a significant discount. Leg 
Avenue does not guarantee sales and will not accept returns that are not 
a result of either discrepancies or damage incurred during manufacturing 
or shipping. No claims will be accepted on used goods or on goods 
damaged after their receipt by the customer. 

All returns must be authorized in advance. To obtain authorization, 
contact customer service at (888) 453-4283. Leg Avenue’s sales 
representatives are not authorized to approve returns. Goods returned 

without authorization will be shipped back at the customer’s expense 
and will not be credited. Upon authorizing a return, Leg Avenue’s 
customer service department will send a Return Authorization Label to 
ship the goods at Leg Avenue’s expense. Upon receipt and verification 
of the return, Leg Avenue will credit the value of the return towards 
future orders. All items returned to Leg Avenue must arrive in original 
condition, in their original packaging, with no pricing stickers, holes, or 
other alterations, or the return will be rejected. Merchandise approved 
for returns must be delivered to Leg Avenue within 30 days of approval 
or the return authorization will be voided. Authorized returns sent without 
the Return Authorization Label will be charged a 15% restocking fee and 
Leg Avenue will not reimburse shipping. Returns will be processed at the 
lowest price at which an item was ordered up to the number ordered at 
that price.

For international customers, special instructions may apply. Please ask 
customer service for assistance.

1. Leg Avenue can only accept orders from authorized customers that 
have provided a valid resale number, business license, and other 
required documentation. To become an authorized customer, please 
contact our customer service department toll free at 1-888-4LEGAVE 
(1-888-453-4283). The terms and conditions specified herein and on 
any invoices issued by Leg Avenue are exclusive and controlling. Any 
additional or conflicting terms or conditions contained in any order 
placed by any customer are void.
2. Leg Avenue’s minimum order requirement is $200 domestic and 
$1,000 international, and $500 for Canadian customers. Unless Leg 
Avenue has extended credit terms, all orders must be paid in advance 
by cashier’s check, money order, credit card, or wire transfer. Items with 
a non-closeout unit price of $5.00 or less are packaged in groups of six 
pairs per color. For international orders, 20% must be paid at the time 
the order is placed and the remainder must be paid in full before the 
merchandise is shipped. Term accounts must be approved in advance 
by Leg Avenue and its factor, The CIT Group. To seek credit approval, 
please submit a completed Application for Credit, which you can obtain 
from Leg Avenue’s customer service department. Allow three weeks to 
process your credit application. Unless otherwise specified, all term 
payments must be made on or before the due date specified on the 
invoice. Any amounts not paid when due shall be assessed a service 
charge at the rate of eighteen (18%) percent per annum (1.5% per 
month) or the highest rate allowed by law.  A $25.00 administrative fee 
will be charged for all returned checks, regardless of circumstances. 
3. All invoices will include a 1% handling charge up to a $15 maximum 
per order shipped, which will typically be included in either the freight 
or the shipping and handling line. 
4. Orders will be made available for pick up at will call upon request. 
All will call orders are subject to an additional $25 processing fee. Any 
order not picked up within 72 hours will be shipped via UPS ground 
at Customer’s expense. If the shipment is refused or returned, Customer 
will be charged both the freight and a 15% restocking fee. During peak 
season Leg Avenue may reduce will call hours and it reserves the right 
to suspend will call at any time. Please call customer service to find out 
when you may pick up your order.
5. All returns are subject to the Leg Avenue Return Policy, which is 
incorporated herein by reference. Please contact customer service or 
visit Leg Avenue’s website to obtain a copy of the Return Policy.

6. If any Merchandise is not in stock at the time an order is shipped, 
that portion of the order will be automatically cancelled unless otherwise 
requested. Customers seeking backorders must specify a cancellation 
date when placing their purchase order. 
7. Leg Avenue goods are subject to territorial restrictions. Leg Avenue 
has exclusive distribution arrangements in many countries and its 
products may only be distributed in those countries by Leg Avenue’s 
authorized distributors. A list of international distributors is available 
on the Leg Avenue website or by contacting the customer service 
department. Leg Avenue reserves the right to revoke discounts or refuse 
to sell to customers who violate these restrictions. 
8. Leg Avenue grants its customers a limited license to use Leg Avenue’s 
photographs and other promotional material (hereinafter “Materials”), 
subject to the terms of Leg Avenue’s standard Image Release, which 
is incorporated herein by reference. You may not use Leg Avenue’s 
Materials for any purpose unless you abide by the terms of the Image 
Release. Use of Leg Avenue’s Materials on auction websites, such as 
eBay.com, is restricted to fixed price listings in the United States only 
that comply with Leg Avenue’s MAP Policy. Please contact customer 
service or visit Leg Avenue’s website to obtain a copy of the Image 
Release or MAP Policy.
9. Prices and specifications are subject to change without prior notice. 
Delivery dates are approximate and not guaranteed. Full risk of 
loss and title passes to Customer at the time merchandise leaves Leg 
Avenue’s warehouse or Leg Avenue delivers the merchandise to a 
carrier, whichever is earlier. International customers are responsible for 
arranging for their own freight forwarder. If any shipment is returned as 
undelivered by the package carrier, Customer will be solely responsible 
for any reshipment costs, even if the original shipping was free.
10. This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of California, 
without giving effect to its conflict-of-law provisions. Any dispute shall 
be under the exclusive jurisdiction of and venued in the state or federal 
courts located in Los Angeles County, California. The terms of the United 
Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods 
are inapplicable. In no event shall Leg Avenue be liable for coincidental 
or consequential damages, regardless of whether such damages were 
foreseeable. In any action or proceeding to collect on unpaid invoices, 
the prevailing party shall be entitled to recover its reasonable costs, 
including attorneys’ fees.

Terms & Conditions

Return Policy
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81427
Floral lace deep-V cut 
out teddy with full 
back panty.

Color: Black, Magenta, 
Purple.

One Size.
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81375
Stretch lace deep-V 
halter teddy with faux 
rhinestone buckle 
accent.

Color: Black, Magenta, 
Royal Blue, Purple.

One Size.
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81426
Lace chemise with 
layered ruffle skirt.

Color: Royal Blue, 
Fuchsia.

One Size.
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81428
Sheer mesh teddy with 
lace detail and corset 
criss cross lace up 
accents. 

Color: Brick Red/Black. 

Size: SM, ML.
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81413
2 PC. Strappy lace 
halter bra top and 
matching peek-a-boo 
brazilian panty. 

Color: Peacock Blue. 

Size: SM, ML.
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81417
2 PC. Sheer bra top 
with scalloped lace 
trim and backless 
panty with cheeky 
ruffle accent.

Color: Black. 

Size: SM, ML.
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81419
2 PC. Lace ruffle 
open cup bra top and 
matching strappy lace 
ruffle g-string with 
satin bow accents.

Color: Black. 

Size: SM, ML.

w(h14718*OSRQQn(X w(h14718*OSRQRk(U
SM ML
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81406
Stretch lace deep-V 
teddy with opaque 
detail and backless 
panty with bow tie 
back.

Color: Black. 

One Size.

9942
Stay up micro net thigh 
highs with diamond

twist backseam. 

Color: Black

One Size.

OS

w(h14718*ORQNOq(v
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81411
Mini daisy lace garter 
teddy with floral 
lace bodice.

Color: Black. 

Size: SM, ML.

w(h14718*OSRQKl(V w(h14718*OSRQLs(x
SM ML
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81414
Lace criss cross 
cage strap teddy 
with brazilian panty 
bottom.

Color: Black. 

Size: SM, ML.
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81415
2 PC. Sexy retro floral 
lace bra top with 
criss cross back and 
matching flared 
lounge pants. 

Color: Black. 

Size: SM, ML.
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87039

OS

Seamless shredded 
mini dress with cut 
out side detail.

Color: Black.

One Size.
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87043
Floral lace mini 
dress with cut 
out open back and 
scalloped edge. 

Color: Black.

One Size.
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87042
2 PC. Lace peek-a-
boo garter dress 
with strappy criss 
cross front and 
back detail and 
matching g-string.

Color: Black.

Size: SM, ML.
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81420
2 PC. Lace babydoll bra 
top with corset back 
detail and matching 
thong.

Color: Black.

Size: SM, ML.
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81424
2 PC. Sheer high-
low babydoll with 
embroidered lace 
appliqué strap and 
g-string panty.

Color: Red/Black 

Size: SM, ML.

SM ML
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81425
2 PC. Padded 
underwire ruched 
bra top with 
embroidered lace 
appliqué straps 
and matching 
ruched mesh tanga 
g-string.

Color: Red/Black.

Size: S, M, L.
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81339

OS

2 PC. Fishnet bikini 
top with appliqué 
accent and matching 
crotchless g-string.

Color: Black/Hot 
Pink.

One Size.
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81404
3 PC. Lace bra top 
with flutter ruffle 
trim, garter belt 
with corset lace 
up front and back, 
and matching 
g-string.

Color: Pink.

Size: SM, ML.

SM ML
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81410
Cage strap crotchless 
lace teddy with choker 
detail.

Color: Magenta.

Size: SM, ML.

SM ML

w(h14718*OSRPKm(W w(h14718*OSRPLt(y
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81418

SM ML

2 PC. Lace garter dress 
with rhinestone 
O-ring detail and 
matching crotchless 
lace g-string.

Color: Pink.

Size: SM, ML.
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81408
2 PC. Padded underwire 
cami garter with woven 
satin ribbon accents 
and matching panty.

Color: Pink.

Size: S, M, L.

w(h14718*OSRRMo(Y

w(h14718*OSRROs(x
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81416

9156

2 PC. Sweetheart lace 
bra top with scalloped 
edge, skirt with pleated 
ruffle trim.

Color: Black/Pink.

Size: SM, ML.

Fishnet garter top 
thigh highs with satin 
bow accent. 

Color: Black/Neon 
Pink. 

One Size.

SM

OS

ML

w(h14718*OSRPOk(U

w(h14718*ONNSQs(x

w(h14718*OSRPPr(w
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81412

SM ML

2 PC. Sweetheart lace 
bra top with sheer 
accents and matching 
booty shorts with 
scalloped edge.

Color: Black/Pink.

Size: SM, ML.
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81403
2 PC. Sheer mesh 
babydoll with lace 
ruffle bodice and 
matching ruffle 
back lace panty.

Color: Pink.

Size: SM, ML.
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SM ML
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81421
2 PC. Sheer ruffle 
babydoll with satin 
ribbon tie front 
and matching ruffle 
g-string skirt.

Color: Red.

Size: SM, ML.
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87040
2 PC. Sheer chemise 
with sequin lace 
halter bodice and 
g-string panty.

Color: Red/Black 

Size: SM, ML.
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81402
3 PC. Sheer bra top 
with bow accent, 
woven ribbon elastic 
garterbelt, and 
matching panty with 
ruched heart brazilian 
back.

Color: Black/Red

Size: SM, ML.
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81407
2 PC. Strappy lace bra 
top and matching 
garter g-string with 
satin bow accents.

Color: Red.

Size: SM, ML.

SM ML

w(h14718*OSRSSp(u w(h14718*OSRSTm(W
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81423

SM ML

Sheer mesh ruffle 
strappy elastic teddy.

Color: Red.

Size: SM, ML.
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81337
3 PC. Lace Fantasy 
Set, includes stretch 
lace peek-a-boo teddy, 
blind fold, and 
matching wrist cuffs.

Color: Red.

One Size.

w(h14718*OOSTPo(Y
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81332

SM ML

2 PC. Ruffle trimmed 
floral lace bikini top 
with satin bow accent 
and matching panty 
with tie accent.

Color: Red/Pink.

Size: SM, ML.
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A1937

A1003 A2025

Naughty or Nice reversible plush Santa hat. 

Color: Red/White.

One Size.

Velvet Santa hat with plush trim.

Color: Red/White.

One Size.

Devil horn Santa hat.

Color: Red.

One Size.

w(h14718*OOSTLq(v
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A2024 A2023

A2026 A1837

Rainbow Santa hat.

Color: Multi.

One Size.

Zebra trim Santa hat.

Color: Red.

One Size.

Cheetah Santa hat.

Color: Cheetah.

One Size.

Sweetheart paddle.

Color: Pink.

w(h14718*OROQKl(V w(h14718*OROPTp(u

w(h14718*OROQLs(x w(h14718*OOSSQm(W
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2122 2123

A2021 A2022

Gummy rhinestone bow pasties.

Color: Red. 

One Size.

Glitter shamrock pasties.

Color: Green.

One Size.

Carnival tri-color wavy 
wig.

Color: Multi.

One Size.

Mardi Gras bob.

Color: Multi.

One Size.

w(h14718*OROOQp(u w(h14718*OROPKm(W
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SM

ML

ML

A2018 A2017

2849 5600

Mardi Gras spandex tanga panty with 
tulle ruffle back. 

Color: Multi. 

Size: SM, ML.

Mardi Gras layered organza bustle.

Color: Multi. 

One Size.

Gold lamé spandex boy shorts. 

Color: Gold.

Size: SM, ML.

Neon argyle knee socks.

Color: Neon Pink/Neon Green.

One Size.

w(h14718*OSROOl(V
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6900 6900

7293 7293

Crocheted over the knee socks with 
turn over cuff.

Color: White.

One Size.

Crocheted over the knee socks with 
turn over cuff.

Color: Black.

One Size.

Spandex sheer mustache pantyhose.

Color: Nude/Black.

One Size.

Spandex sheer mustache pantyhose.

Color: Black/Pink.

One Size.

w(h14718*OSROKn(X w(h14718*OSRNTr(w
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7899 7898

9958 9957

Opaque tights with contrast color 
sheer star detail.

Color: Black/Pink.

One Size.

Full support opaque tights with 
wrap around stud and star detail.

Color: Black.

One Size.

Chandelier lace pantyhose.

Color: Black.

One Size.

Florentine lace pantyhose.

Color: Chartreuse.

One Size.

w(h14718*OSRNSk(U w(h14718*OSRNRn(X
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7897 7897

9649 9649

Art deco crochet tights.

Color:  Magenta.

One Size. 

Art deco crocheted tights.

Color: Peacock Blue.

One Size.

Vintage pinstripe net pantyhose.

Color: Brick Red.

One Size.

Vintage pinstripe net pantyhose.

Color: Peacock Blue. 

One Size.

w(h14718*OSROMr(w w(h14718*OSROLk(U
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9649
Vintage pinstripe net pantyhose.

Color: Black.

One Size.

w(h14718*ONMPKm(W

6005

6005 31018

Nylon striped stockings.

Color: White/Kelly Green.

One Size.

Nylon striped stockings.

Color: White/Red.

One Size.

Nylon striped stockings with belt 
buckle top.

Color: Red/White. 

Size: SM, ML.

w(h14718*KRTMMq(v

w(h14718*KKPTLl(V
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